Special Education Program Recommendations

- 1 ECSE Classroom Program moves to Guest (now at TBE)
  This program requires a classroom with a restroom; if not available at Guest then move to Wixom in a classroom with a restroom.
- 1 ECSE Classroom Program stays at Twin Sun
- 1 ECSE Classroom Program stays at Keith
- 1 ECSE Classroom Program stays at MBE

- 2 MiCI Classroom Programs move to WLE (now at TBE)
- 2 EI Classroom Programs stay at Loon Lake
- 2 ASD Classroom Programs stay at PLE
- 3 ASD Classroom Programs stay at OPE
- 2 MoCI Classroom Programs stay MBE
- 1 SXI Classroom Program opens at HWE